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Abstract We investigated the velocity and temperature characteristics of an Ellerman bomb
(EB) and its associated features based on observations made with the Fast Imaging Solar
Spectrograph (FISS) and a broadband TiO filter of the 1.6 meter New Solar Telescope at Big
Bear Solar Observatory. In the TiO images of the photospheric level, we found a granular
cell expanding in two opposite directions near the site of the EB. When one end of this
granule reached the EB site, the transverse speed of the tip of the expanding granule rapidly
decreased and the EB brightened. The wings of the Hα profile of the EB indicated that the
EB was blueshifted up to 7 km s−1. About 260 s after the EB brightening, a surge was seen
in absorption and varied from a blueshift of 20 km s−1 to a redshift of 40 km s−1 seen in the
Hα and Ca II 8542 Å lines. From the Doppler absorption width of the two lines determined
by applying the cloud model, we estimated the mean temperature of the surge material to be
about 29000 K and the mean speed of nonthermal motion to be about 11 km s−1. We discuss
the physical implications of our results in terms of magnetic reconnection and processes
related to it.
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1. Introduction

An Ellerman bomb (EB) is a small feature in an active region that appears bright at the far
wings of the Hα line (Ellerman, 1917). It has a short lifetime of about 10 min, and a size
of about 1′′ (Kurokawa et al., 1982). It frequently occurs in an emerging flux region or near
a sunspot. It usually has internal mass motions that often accompany a surge (Georgoulis
et al., 2002).

At the site of EBs, two types of internal mass motions were reported so far: downflows
in the photosphere and upflows in the low chromosphere. Georgoulis et al. (2002) found
that 80 % of the EBs have downward flows of about 0.1 to 0.3 km s−1 at the photospheric
level. In the low chromosphere, Kitai (1983) and Kurokawa et al. (1982) detected upflows
with a speed of 6 to 8 km s−1 from the far blue wings of the Hα line. In addition, transverse
motions associated with EBs were observed in the photosphere (Jess et al., 2010; Payne,
1993; Georgoulis et al., 2002).

Some previous studies have reported that EBs were accompanied by surges (Altschuler,
Lilliequist, and Nakagawa, 1968; Rust, 1968; Roy, 1973; Dara et al., 1997; Matsumoto et al.,
2008; Watanabe et al., 2011; Canfield, 1996). Matsumoto et al. (2008) found the ejection
of Hα-absorbing material from an EB with a speed of 5 km s−1 in the plane of the sky.
Watanabe et al. (2011) also found similar events in images taken at several wavelengths of
the Hα line with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. They examined 11 EBs and found that two
of them were associated with surges. One of them initially appeared as an upflow with a
line-of-sight (LOS) velocity of about 40 km s−1; this EB later changed to a downflow. They
recurred a few times during the observations.

Previous studies suggested that EBs occur in specific field configurations. Roy (1973)
and Dara et al. (1997) showed that EBs are located near the boundaries of magnetic features.
Georgoulis et al. (2002) showed that 70 % of the EBs were associated with bald-patch field
lines, which represent magnetic dips of the U-loops in the photosphere, and the remaining
30 % of the EBs were associated with the quasi-separatrix layers in apparently monopole
regions. This pattern was confirmed by other studies (Pariat, Aulanier, and Schmieder, 2004;
Fang et al., 2006; Pariat et al., 2007).

It is now widely accepted that the driving mechanism of EBs is magnetic reconnec-
tion in the temperature-minimum region or in the low chromosphere (Pariat, Aulanier, and
Schmieder, 2004; Georgoulis et al., 2002; Pariat et al., 2007; Isobe, Tripathi, and Archon-
tis, 2007). Magnetic reconnection could explain the observed mass motions in the photo-
sphere and chromosphere, including surges (Matsumoto et al., 2008), a typical elongated
shape of the inverse-Y shape (Watanabe et al., 2011), and the local heating of the EBs with
�T ≈ 500 − 2000 K (Kitai, 1983; Fang et al., 2006; Georgoulis et al., 2002).

In this paper, we investigate the velocities and temperatures of plasmas of an EB and its
associated features. We are interested in a variety of processes related to the same EB: the
photospheric transverse motion and downflow at the site of the EB, the EB itself as a jet-like
feature in the chromospheric level, and an intensely heated surge. The paper proceeds as
follows. In Section 2 we introduce the observation and data processing. Section 3 contains
the results, particularly on the velocity field inside the EB, the magnetic-field configuration
around the EB, and the parameters of the EB-associated surge. Finally, we interpret and
discuss our results in Section 4.

2. Observations and Data Processing

We observed a series of EBs near the pores in AR 11271 on 19 August 2011 using the
Fast Imaging Solar Spectrograph (FISS) and a TiO broadband filter of the 1.6 m New Solar
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Telescope at Big Bear Solar Observatory with the aid of adaptive optics. The FISS is an
Echelle spectrograph that produces spatial and spectral information of the Hα and Ca II

8542 Å lines simultaneously, using a fast scan of the slit across the field of view (Chae
et al., 2012). The spectral sampling is 19 mÅ in the Hα line and 26 mÅ in the Ca II line,
and the spectral coverage is 9.7 Å in the Hα line and 12.9 Å in the Ca II line, which is broad
enough to cover the lines. The region was located at 447′′ eastward and 146′′ northward
of the disk center. The field of view (FOV) was 19.2′′ in the scan direction and 40′′ in the
slit direction. The step size is 0.16′′, which is the same as the sampling along the slit. The
observation lasted for 2 h from 18:54:31 UT to 21:01:10 UT in steps of 20 s.

We performed basic processing of the FISS data – flat fielding, dark subtraction, and
distortion correction – following Chae et al. (2012). The spatially averaged profiles of the
Hα line and Ti II 6559.580 Å photospheric line were used for the wavelength calibration
of the Hα band. With this calibration, the spatial average of the Hα Doppler shift becomes
zero. In the same way, the spatial averages of the Ca II line and Kr I 8537.93 Å line were used
to calibrate the Ca II band. The measured standard error in the profile was 0.15 km s−1 for
Hα and 0.21 km s−1 for the Ca II line in the quiet region.

The region was observed with the TiO broadband filter as well, which is centered at a
wavelength of 7057 Å and has a band width of 10 Å (Cao et al., 2010). The best 70 images
of the 100 short-exposure (1.2 ms) images in each burst were saved during the observation.
After the dark subtraction and flat fielding, we applied the Kiepenheuer-Institut Speckle
Interferometry Package (Wöger, von der Lühe, and Reardon, 2008) code to each burst. The
FOV of the speckle-reconstructed images was 69.8′′×69.8′′. Bursts of images were taken
repeatedly and the interval between two successive bursts was about 15 s.

Figure 1 shows a few raster images of the observed region constructed from the FISS
data at several wavelengths and a speckle-reconstructed image through the TiO broadband
filter. The spatial resolution of the FISS images is poorer than that of the TiO image partly
because the initial focusing of the FISS was not set to the best focus (Chae et al., 2012) and
the atmospheric seeing was not as well corrected by the current adaptive optics as it is now.

The EB of our interest is clearly identified in the 6562.8 Å + 1.4 Å image. It is located at
437′′ eastward and 146′′ northward of the disk center, about 10′′ away from the pores. The
angle between the LOS and the radial direction, μ, is about 30◦. The surge appeared at the
side of the EB and seems to have originated from it (see the Hα and Ca II line center images
of Figure 1). In the TiO filter image, we see many tiny bright points corresponding to the
footpoints of magnetic flux tubes on the boundaries of granules.

3. Results

We observed three EBs and two surges during 2 h of observations. Our analysis is focused
on the second EB and its associated surge because the data quality is better than the others.
This event first appeared at 19:26:49 UT, which is taken to be the epoch of time t . Before the
EB occurred, an oval-shaped granular cell expanded in the TiO photospheric images. When
the lane of the granular cell reached the magnetic neutral line, the expansion stopped. Then
the EB brightened and persisted for about 10 min. About 260 s after the EB brightening, we
observed that the surge was ejected next to the EB.

The dataset of the first and third EBs is incomplete because of the poor atmospheric
conditions. The third EB appeared at t = 820 s. We found transverse motions in the TiO
images before the brightening. Another surge was observed in the blue wing of the Hα and
Ca II lines at t = 920 s.

In the next section, we explain the events related to the second EB in detail.
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Figure 1 The raster images of the Hα line center (top left), the Ca II 8542 Å line center (top right), and the
off-band (bottom left) of the FISS and TiO broadband filter image (bottom right) at 19:32:48 UT, 359 s after
the occurrence of the EB.

3.1. Expanding Granular Cell

We found an oval-shaped granular cell expanding in two opposite directions near the site of
the EB (see Figure 2). During this expansion period from −800 s to 200 s, new dark lanes
emerged inside the cell, which caused the cell to split into four sub-cells. One end of this
expanding granule, surrounded by the dark lanes, reached the site where the EB occurred.
As this approached the EB region, a small sub-cell appeared at the tip of this lane and then
brightened. A set of 45-s cadence magnetograms of the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager
(HMI; Schou et al., 2012) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) suggests that
the EB was located above the region where the magnetic flux gradient was steep. A weak
positive-polarity region approached the EB site together with the expanding granule. At
the other side of the granular cell, the steep-gradient magnetic polarity region also moved
together with the expanding granule.

We measured the transverse speed, vTiO, of the edge of the expanding granule in the
direction toward the EB using the nonlinear affine velocity estimator (NAVE; Chae and
Sakurai, 2008). We chose 13 × 13 pixels in the TiO image as the window size, similar to the
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Figure 2 Time series of TiO 7057 Å filter images. The blue arrows indicate the position of the EB. The time
after the occurrence of the EB is presented at each image. White dashed ovals indicate the expanding granular
cell of interest. The solid curves represent the levels of the vertical magnetic field in the HMI magnetograms.

size of the small sub-cell (0.5′′) that appeared at the tip of the lane. As a result, we found
that vTiO increased from 1 km s−1 up to 5.5 km s−1 in 350 s (see Figure 10(d)); this is three
times faster than the typical granular flow speed, implying that this motion was not driven
by photospheric granulation. After reaching its peak, the speed rapidly decreased to about
1 km s−1 within 100 s.

3.2. Photospheric Doppler Velocity

The LOS velocities in the photosphere of the EB were inferred from the photospheric line at
6559.580 Å in the Hα-band spectra by fitting a Gaussian profile to the line. The measured
velocities looked somewhat noisy partly because the line is weak and they are subject to
solar oscillation. Despite these problems, we found a persistent downflow of about 1 km s−1

at the EB location. The downflow started at −100 s, and lasted for about 300 s. This value
is larger than the standard error of 0.11 km s−1.

3.3. Spectral Characteristics of the EB

Figure 3 shows the spectral characteristics of the EB seen in the Hα and Ca II line profiles.
As is well known, the Hα line profile displays a broad emission profile at the wings and
a narrow absorption at the center. The intensity monotonically increases in the emission
wings as the wavelength approaches the line center and peaks at around ±1.0 Å. The Ca II

line profile of the EB appears in emission at every wavelength when compared with the
reference profile of the surrounding area. Unlike the Hα profile, the intensity of the Ca II

line decreases as the wavelength approaches the line center from the wings.
The intensity variation over wavelength at the wings reflects the height variation of the

source function in the radiative transfer. The wings of the Ca II profile originate from the
photosphere where local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) holds fairly well. The brightness
temperature TB of the photosphere where the EB is observed can be identified with the
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Figure 3 The intensity profiles of the Hα line (left) and the Ca II line (right) of the EB taken at 199 s (top)
and 319 s (bottom) after the occurrence of EB. The solid lines represent the profile of the EB, and the dotted
lines represent the reference profiles of the surrounding area.

temperature T of the formation region. Figure 3 hence indicates that the photosphere of
the EB is characterized by the temperature excess �TB ≈ 200 K over the unperturbed one.
This increase in the photospheric temperature is consistent with the brightening in the TiO
images and with the brightening in the SDO/AIA 1600 Å and 1700 Å images that took place
simultaneously with those of the Hα and Ca II lines.

The Hα profile of the EB itself is decomposed into a few components: central absorption,
emission in the near wings, and “power-law emission in the far wings” (Kitai, 1983). We
inferred the LOS velocity of the plasma responsible for the Hα emission in the near wings,
vwing, with the lambdameter method. In this method, vwing is determined from

vwing = c
λm − λ0

λ0
, (1)

where λm is a measure of the Doppler shift and λ0 is the central wavelength of the line. The
quantity λm is defined by

C

(
λm − δλ

2

)
= C

(
λm + δλ

2

)
= C1, (2)

where C(λ) is the contrast profile defined in Equation (3). The wavelength difference of the
lambdameter, δλ, is set to 2.8 Å, which represents the emission characteristics well, and
C1 is obtained as a by-product of the method. We applied this lambdameter method to the
contrast profiles instead of to the spectral profiles because the characteristics of the EB may
be better manifested in the contrast profiles.

Figure 4 shows the temporal variation of the contrast profiles of the EB. The emission
wings of the EB lasted for about 500 s. During this period, they are blueshifted, and the
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Figure 4 Temporal variation of
the Hα contrast profiles of the
EB. The contrast profiles are
stacked vertically in the order of
time. Black horizontal lines and
diamond symbols represent the
line widths of δλ (2.8 Å) and the
values of λm of the emission
wings. Red axis and red diamond
symbols represent the calculated
LOS velocities, vwing.

resulting velocity vwing gradually changed from 1 km s−1 to 7 km s−1 with an acceleration
of 14 m s−2.

3.4. Surge

The raster images of the small region presented in Figure 5 show the second and third EBs
and the surges associated with three EBs. The second EB is located at the bottom-left of
every off-band raster image. After the second EB appeared, it brightened slowly with time
and reached a peak at t = 298 s, after which it darkened. The surge was visible from about
t = 259 s in the blue wings of the two lines. Later, the surge disappeared in the blue wings,
but emerged in the red wings, indicating the gradual transition of the Doppler shift from
blueshift to redshift.

Figure 6 shows the spectral profiles of the Hα (left panel) and Ca II 8542 Å lines (right
panel) taken from a spatial point inside the surge at t = 741 s. The spectral profiles were
normalized with respect to the far wings (|λ| > 2 Å) of the Jungfraujoch atlas (Delbouille
and Roland, 1995). The two contrast profiles appear in absorption and are redshifted. It is
very likely that the observed surge was located high above the mean chromosphere. Thus, it
could be considered to be similar to a cloud illuminated from below. To derive the physical
parameters of the surge, we applied the classical cloud model of radiative transfer (Beckers,
1964). Note that the cloud model is applicable for the absorption feature. In this case, the
surge can be analyzed using the model. According to the model, the contrast of the observed
intensity profile I out

λ against its background intensity profile I in
λ is described as

Cλ ≡ I out
λ − I in

λ

I in
λ

=
(

S

I in
λ

− 1

)(
1 − e−τλ

)
, (3)
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Figure 5 The time sequence of the Hα (top) and Ca II 8542 Å (bottom) lines in the red wing, center, and
blue wing. The x-axis represents time in seconds from the first brightening of the EB. The field of view is
10 × 10′′ .

where S is the source function and τλ is the optical depth. We adopted τλ of the form

τλ = τ0,λ exp

[
−

(
λ − λ0

�λD

)2]
, (4)

where λ0 is the central wavelength of the absorption profile, �λD is the Doppler width of
the line, and τ0,λ is the optical depth at the line center. Note that λ0 represents the LOS
velocity v0. The average over ten profiles taken at different times at the same location before
the appearance of the surge was used for the background I in

λ .
The cloud-model fitting was applied for the Hα and Ca II lines. Then λ0, τ0,λ, S, and �λD

were individually derived in two lines. The Doppler broadening �λD contains the thermal
contribution and the nonthermal contribution. Then �λD is expressed as

�λD = λ

c

√
2kT

M
+ ξ 2, (5)

where, λ, T , M , ξ are the wavelength at rest, the kinetic temperature, the mass of the atom,
and the speed of the nonthermal motion(traditionally called microturbulence), respectively.
If the Hα and Ca II lines form in the same material, we can separately determine the values
of T and ξ in the region from the two �λD-values of the lines because the mass of the H I

atom is different from that of the Ca II ion.
Figure 6 shows that the two profiles are fairly well fitted by the model. We find that the

Hα contrast profile has a higher absorption contrast and broader width than the Ca II profile.
Nevertheless, they have similar LOS velocity (about 6.8 km s−1), which strongly supports
our expectation that the two contrast profiles originate from the same material.
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Figure 6 The intensity (top) and contrast (bottom) profiles of the surge in the Hα (left) and Ca II 8542 Å lines
(right) at t = 741 s. The black dashed lines represent the intensity profiles of the background radiation (I in

λ ),
and the black solid lines are the data. The red solid lines are the cloud-model fitting results. The obtained LOS
velocities for the Hα and the Ca II lines are vHα = 6.93 km s−1, and vCa II = 6.79 km s−1, respectively. The
temperature and the nonthermal velocity are 24 700 K and 6.72 km s−1, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the time-sequence maps of the LOS velocities T and ξ in each data set at
the same FOV as shown in Figure 5. We manually masked the area of the surge by examining
the images. After applying the fitting to the pixels inside the masked area, we discarded
the points where the velocity difference between the Hα and Ca II lines was bigger than
5 km s−1. As shown in the figure, the surge was obviously blueshifted in the early phase,
then it changed to the redshift. Hα and Ca II lines show the same LOS velocities. The LOS
velocity started to vary in the eastern part of the surge first, while the western part of the
surge followed the variation. At the early phase of the surge, temperature T near the EB
seems to be higher than the other part. Later, T at the middle of the surge increased to
about 40 000 K. The value of ξ was higher than 15 km s−1 initially, but it decreased to about
5 km s−1 later.

We examined the temporal variation of physical parameters at 20 positions (about 3.6′′)
on the white curve marked in Figure 5. This curve follows the direction of the surge. At
every position, we analyzed 50 profiles taken at different times during t = 200 s – 1200 s.
Figure 8 shows the time-slice maps of the LOS velocities of the surge determined along the
curve. We displayed values only at positions where the velocity difference between the Hα
and Ca II lines was smaller than 5 km s−1. The correlation between the chosen values of
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Figure 7 The time-sequence maps of the LOS velocities of Hα and Ca II 8542 Å lines, temperature and
nonthermal velocity. The FOV is the same as in Figure 5.

Figure 8 The time-slice maps of the LOS velocity of the surge calculated using the non-linear square fitting
of the cloud model, in the Hα (left panel) and Ca II 8542 Å (right panel) lines. The positive value represents
the upward motion.

Hα and Ca II is 0.99, and the standard deviation of vHα − vCa II is 1.4 km s−1. The velocity
at t = 200 s was about 20 km s−1 upward. This blueshift simultaneously appeared at all
positions, then they gradually changed and became redshifted. The estimated acceleration
was almost constant (≈−70 m s−2 downward) during the event, which is much smaller than
the free-fall acceleration (−274 m s−2) on the solar surface.

Figure 9 shows that the distributions of T and ξ vary over time. As seen in the figure,
T ranged from 20 000 K to 40 000 K, and ξ from 5 km s−1 to 15 km s−1. The mean and
1-σ values were found to be around 29 000 ± 4700 K and 11.2 ± 1.9 km s−1, respectively.
Higher T values are found near the middle of the surge and higher ξ near its bottom. We
found that T and ξ are moderately anti-correlated with a coefficient of −0.46 near the EB.
Furthermore, we found a tendency for T to be as high as 40 000 K before t = 800 s, and
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Figure 9 The time-slice maps of temperature (left panel) and nonthermal velocity (right panel) of the surge.

Figure 10 Temporal variation of
(a) the LOS velocity of the surge
at 3.1′′distance from the EB,
(b) the intensity at
6562.8 − 1.4 Å, (c) LOS velocity
of emission wings of the EB, and
(d) the transverse velocity under
the EB. The LOS velocity of the
surge is measured at 3.1′′far from
the EB. The transverse velocity is
measured following the lane of
the expanding granular cell. The
red arrows in (b) represent the
second and third EBs.

then T dropped to 20 000 K later. We also found a similar tendency that ξ decreased from
15 km s−1 to 5 km s−1.

3.5. Summary of the Time Variation

The time variations of the velocities as well as the EB brightness are shown in Figure 10. It
is evident that the speed of the photospheric transverse motion (vTiO) steadily increased and
then decreased in a short time. The time of the transition from acceleration to deceleration
coincides with the beginning of the EB, suggesting that they were physically related. The
low-chromosphere velocity measured from the emission wings (vwing) increased during the
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EB event, with an indication of a superposed oscillatory pattern at around t = 400 s. This is
a little before the instant when the surge was first visible, moving at a high speed of about
20 km s−1. The LOS velocity of the surge (v0,Hα) monotonically decreased with an almost
uniform deceleration of ≈70 m s−2.

4. Discussion

We have measured different kinds of velocity fields in relation to the EB as a function of
time: the downflow and the transverse motion at the photospheric level, the upflow in the
chromosphere, and the surge in the upper chromosphere or in the low corona. Moreover, we
have obtained some results related to the heating process of the EB. We observed a bright-
ening in the TiO images at the location of the EB. The intensity enhancement of the wings
of the Ca II line indicates that the EB had a temperature excess of 200 K in the photosphere.
The average temperature of the surge that originated from the EB was estimated to be about
29 000 K.

Our results help us to infer a comprehensive and detailed picture of various phenom-
ena associated with the EB in the widely accepted frame of magnetic reconnection. In the
photosphere, we observed events of brightening and downflow at the time of EB, and we
also observed the upflow in the chromosphere. It is likely that these resulted from the mag-
netic reconnection that was responsible for the EB. If so, our observations suggest that the
magnetic reconnection occurred between the upflow and the downflow regions – probably
right above the photosphere, in agreement with previous studies (Georgoulis et al., 2002;
Pariat, Aulanier, and Schmieder, 2004; Watanabe et al., 2011).

The observed magnetograms suggest that a magnetic bipole existed across the granu-
lar cell, even though the negative polarity was buried in the background positive pole (the
resolution of the HMI is 0.91′′ (Schou et al., 2012)), and expanded together with the cell
(see Figure 2). Therefore, the transverse bi-directional motions of the lanes might represent
an emerging bipole, and the ends of the expanding granule might be the footpoints of the
bipole. It is very likely that the EB was located above the photospheric magnetic neutral line
and was driven by the collision of the emerging negative flux with the pre-existing positive
flux. The event looks similar to the emergence of an �-shaped flux loop observed by Lim
et al. (2011).

Our observations indicate the driving force of the reconnection: it could be a small-scale
flux emergence that manifested itself in an expanding granule. One end point of the gran-
ule – supposedly one footpoint of the emerging field – moved at a fast speed and eventu-
ally reached a point that was very close to the EB site, suggesting that the reconnection
process responsible for this EB may have been driven by this flux emergence. The small
distance between the end point of the granule and the EB site also suggests that the re-
connection occurred at a low altitude. The observed motion toward the site of the EB was
as fast as 6 km s−1 and hence is quite different from the previously reported continuous,
wide horizontal flows with a speed of 0.1 – 0.3 km s−1 that were suspected to be inflows to
the EB site (Georgoulis et al., 2002). Rapidly converging flows of 4 – 6 km s−1 have been
observed in recent high spatial resolution observations (Jess et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2011;
Chae et al., 2010). It is surprising that the speeds are as fast as the sound speed of the pho-
tospheric level. The transverse motion changed from acceleration to deceleration when the
one end point of the granule reached the EB site. This rapid change may result from the high
magnetic pressure of the flux pile-up site, which resists against further convergence of the
magnetic elements and frozen-in plasma. At any rate, the fact that the EB started after the
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end point of the granule reached the site strongly suggests that the transverse motion may
have driven the process of magnetic reconnection, even though flux emergence is not seen
in our data.

We also found a systematic difference in the profile shape of the EB between the Hα line
and Ca II line. Unlike the Hα line, the spectral characteristics of the broad wing emission
are not clear in Ca II. The Ca II 8542 Å line is strongly affected by the collisional effect be-
cause the line shares the upper level with the collisionally excited line, and hence reflects the
temperature of the line formation region. In contrast, the Hα line is dominated by radiative
processes such as radiative excitation/de-excitation and photoionization/radiative recombi-
nation, and hence is insensitive to the local kinetic temperature in the chromosphere (Cauzzi
et al., 2009; Chae et al., 2012). Therefore, the above spectral characteristics strongly sug-
gest that the broad emission wings of the Hα line in the EB may have a nonthermal origin,
possibly an energetic-particle beam (Ding, Henoux, and Fang, 1998).

Even though we were unable to resolve the EB in our observations, recent high-resolution
observations such as reported by Watanabe et al. (2011) indicate that the EB has a shape of
an anemone jet. The speeds of the upflow in the EB we observed and those of previous
measurements (Kitai, 1983; Kurokawa et al., 1982) are consistent with this new picture. If
the material moves upward for 500 s with the speed of 1 – 7 km s−1 as shown in Figure 10,
it can reach a height of about 2500 m, which is higher than the typical EB size of 1.8′′
(1300 km).

Our results may contribute to a better understanding of the dynamics and energetics of
the surge that originates from the EB. Note that the surge had a speed of 20 km s−1 from
the first instant when it emerged as a clear dark feature. The speed of the surge at the earlier
times may have been even higher than this value because it was already decelerating at the
instant of the observation. Choosing �t = 200 s for the duration of the initial acceleration,
and v = 25 km s−1 for the peak speed, we obtained −125 m s−2 as an estimate of the average
deceleration. The temperature and speed of the surge we obtained appear to be consistent
with the observation of Tziotziou, Tsiropoula, and Sütterlin (2005), which yielded a temper-
ature of 104 – 105 K, and the simulation of Yokoyama and Shibata (1996), which yielded a
speed of a few tens of km s−1.

Our finding that the surge has temperatures ranging from 20 000 to 40 000 K raises an im-
portant question to be addressed; how can the surge at such high temperatures be seen in the
Hα and Ca II absorption? First, why in absorption, not in emission? This is because the scat-
tering process dominates in the source functions of the lines in the low-density, high-lying
features. Temperature is not that important in this system governed by scattering processes.
Second, how can neutral hydrogen exists at such high temperatures? This is a serious prob-
lem. It is well-known that in LTE, most hydrogen atoms are ionized at temperatures above
20 000 K. This behavior appears to hold even in non-LTE because we find that temperatures
inside filaments/prominences are measured to be lower than 20 000 K (Park et al., 2013;
Song, Henoux, and Fang, 2013). One possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the
surge material may not be in ionization equilibrium. This kind of deviation from equilib-
rium arises when the ionization/recombination timescales (103 – 105 s in the chromosphere
according to Carlsson and Stein (2002)) are longer than the dynamic timescales, such as in
the surge in which the dynamic timescale is a few hundred seconds, as we observed.

In conclusion, our observations support the picture that an EB and its associated surge
is a response of the atmosphere to the process of magnetic reconnection that is driven by
small-scale flux emergence and occurs in the low chromosphere.
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